YOU ARE THE WHOLE OF CREATION
Channelled 29th December 2011
I speak of the reality of actions upon your planet, the Light Entity Gaia.
When a light being in physical form causes deprivation with intent to another
light being in physical form, I know of and bear witness to the occurrence. My
sentience of the deprivation is an energetic one.
The statement I have made has enormous implications, repercussions for you
to digest.
The light entity known to you as Gaia transmutes deprivation as energetic
frequency on a moment to moment (in your earth timing) basis.
So, you may more readily understand the energetics of what occurs when
causing deprivation to self or any other being....
Anything that is not in alignment with the heart self as the aspect of Me within
you, is deprivation.
Why, you will / may ask?
When you are not in alignment – feeling, loving the self- aligning the self to
others from the heart, then the frequency of self is in deprivation, not in
alignment with Me the Source of Light Love. You are then functioning as an
energetic being imbalanced from your true reality.
This causes further deprivation within yourself which reflects within your
physical self - the body. When you are in alignment with true self and the
heart self is in alignment with Me – Heart Source of Light Love, this is then
reflected within your physical body and is reflected as Love Light frequencies of
true self into your external experience of your physical life.

Much has been and is being spoken of in your world of your ascension.

On this I say to you, the Divine given birth right of passage to become as Me in
My likeness. This will occur when your heart connection to Me is fully open,
fully functional, fully utilised.
This is your ascension to the likeness of Me your Creator Mother Father.
A continuous cycle of energy exchange to and from My Heart Source.
Within this continuous cycle of exchange, adjustments to the frequencies are
inherent. Continual adjustments are therefore necessary in correlation to the
frequency from Humanity’s Group Soul that is in my Heart awareness.
Gaia also receives and gives in a continual energetic cycle to and from Me, to
and from you. All is correlated in varying frequencies of Light Love. When
deprivation occurs and in particular mass deprivation then adjusting
frequencies are needed in greater degree. Balance is therefore the key for all
such adjustments.
I wish now to speak of your perception of Me.
Many of you acknowledge your Creator as Source of All. And so, I put in terms
you may more readily understand.
Your planet Gaia with all the manifestations in diverse physical form of light
beings – look at her now in your awareness and, realise.
Now into your mind allow the following.
All the planets of your Solar System including the Sun.
All the Light Entities that make up (what is termed in your world) the Solar
System and the Sun. What can be seen in physical reality is but a microscopic
percentage of the total reality of your Solar System.
Now into your mind allow the Galaxy of which your Solar System is part.
Your Galaxy’s physical manifestation is but a microscopic percentage of the
Galaxy’s total reality.
And understand that the Cosmos as a multitude of Galaxies is but one of a
myriad of Cosmoses.

All aspects of physical manifestation are first and for mostly light entities.
Those light entities that have chosen planetary physical manifestation are
highly evolved entities.
Within the light manifestation of your Solar System are a myriad of light beings
that have chosen not to manifest physically within this particular experience
you are repeating.
All light beings in physical form or no are inter related, inter connected and
inter correlated and of Me Creator Source. Therefore, each and every one of
the Solar Systems that make up each and every one of the Galaxies that make
up each and every one of the Cosmoses are thus interlinked, interconnected,
inter correlated in energetic frequencies of Light Love from One Source.
And all light beings are evolving, experiencing, existing within a harmonic
resonance of vibrating frequencies that correlate to Love, Light, Harmony, Joy,
Gratitude, Truth, Knowledge and Wisdom.
And all frequencies correlated at this particular now moment within your
experience, are focussed on your planet the Light Entity Gaia.
Therefore, you carry response ability to manifest within you your truth, the
only truth that is ultimate reality – your truth as a being made in the likeness of
your Creator Source with all the abilities and responsibilities of Creator Source.
Does this not blow your mind!
But I would rather it blow your heart allowing yourself the privilege of feeling,
being your heart.
And I say to you this.
So many of you have yet to allow Me my essence into your physical presence
as a frequency of Love Light felt in your heart, as I feel all of Humanity as a
myriad of frequencies with my ‘Heart’.
Do you really know, accept, understand the response ability afforded to you
when you agreed to be part of the experience of physical reality?
Every single cell (one) of Mankind ‘signed up’, agreed to the experience you
are now playing your part in. Yet you have forgotten vital truths long ago

realised within, during your experiences of different levels of reality. Yes, the
physical experience is challenging you in ways you did not for see when you
agreed (your soul) to be part of the experiment.
Do you not realise this is what the physical life is?
An experiment of the soul for the soul.
Yet many of you, many, have forgotten the ‘rules’ you ‘signed up’ to – you bore
witness to.
So, in tender terms with Love Light from my ‘Heart’ I remind you. You are, can
be again, should you so choose to be, a magnificent ‘god’ in my likeness.
Should you so choose!
Fear of your brilliance shrouds your awareness. Why do you fear your selves
Humanity? Why?
Within your electromagnetic light body is a residue of vibration which
correlates to detachment from Source (referred to as sin – fall from Grace). As
you have allowed this vibration to be in focus – all other vibrations diminish in
focus. What you focus on becomes reality.
Focus then on the truth of your being.
You Are Me! He She God Creator Parent, as I Am You. And when living the
reality of physical experience from this perspective I will be privy to this in
frequency of vibration knowing that you no longer cause deprivation to self or
another by your thoughts, words, actions.
When you truly own and live your magnificence you will have the
understanding of Creator given awareness latent within you to enable you to
create the way your heart desires. Yet remember this. Creation - creativity
comes from the heart. No other aspect of God / Soul self creates in the
likeness of Me unless it comes from the heart.
When you are truly in creating mode from the heart all possibilities are open to
you. All. There are then no limitations what so ever on your abilities to be or
do. Yet again remember this. These abilities are to empower the self in the
likeness of Me and for no other reason.

I now say to you who read these words, invite Me, my presence into your heart
as You are in mine. And together in one accord, you will begin the awareness
of true self. This is the way for you and the Soul of Humanity in one accord.
World without end, Amen.
Your physical body is a magnificent cosmos. At your conception the energetic
frequencies that were released, correlated to your soul, for the soul frequency
of light (quotient) within the correlation of Me is the frequency required for
conception to occur.
Each cell’s nucleus correlates in energetic frequency to the soul. And each
cell’s frequency also correlates to the system / organ it is part of.
And just as each organ / system of your body has its own light harmonic
resonance which correlates to and assists in the homeostasis of the whole
(body), so too do you (as a ‘cell ‘) correlate and assist in the homeostasis of the
whole of Humanity, which in turn correlates to all other species systems and
together assist in and correlate the balancing stasis of the whole - your planet
the Light Entity Gaia.
So too your planet within the Solar System, and your Solar System within other
Solar Systems.
So too your Galaxy
So too all Galaxies
So too the Cosmos
So too all Cosmoses, in all dimensions and realities and all possibilities.
Did I not create a wondrous being in you?

